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evidences as a shift of the DED bond maxima outward the
internuclear lines connecting bonded atoms. Modern quantum
chemical calculations show however, that bent bonds are much
more abundant, some small acyclic and non-strained molecules
having atoms with lone pairs (LP), may form bent bonds. but direct
experimental evidence for this effect is absent.
In the present work a charge density study based on the highresolution low temperature X-ray diffraction data was petformed
for series of crystals (s-tetrazines, ammonia, simplest carborane),
where unusual bent bonds may be observed. It was found for stetrazines that DED mEL'\ima in N-N bonds are shifted to the centers
of the 6-membered heterocycles because of repulsion between
nitrogen LP's and electron density of the N-N bonds. The similar
effect was found for ammonia molecule: DED maxima are shifted
from the N-H lines inside the NH3 tetrahedron, and this result is in
agreement with the bond critical point positions and quantum
calculations. In the structure of the smallest carborane with the
C2B3 central frame the bent C-B bonds were found toaether with
the multicenter DED maxima in the middles of the 3-a~gles faces
in this electron-precise molecule. The general conclusion about
charge density analysis in molecules studied shows that straig:ht
bonds indicated"by lines" between atoms are more the exception
than the rule.
MS11.02.04 DYEING CRYSTALS Bart Kahr. Department of
Chemistry, Purdue University. West Lafayette. IN 47907-1393
The future of small molecule crystallography is wedded more
closely to the past than many of us might suspect. It is our purpose
here to demonstrate that many important crystalline materials were
studied and abandoned before their time. For example, scientists
for 150 years have studied crystals that adsorb and overgrow organic dyes dming growth from solution. A wide vmietv of scientific and technological questions have motivated these ~·esearches
including: the nature of pleochroism, limitations of the law of isomorphism, photosensitization of silver halides for photography,
crystallization of ceramics, colloid stabilization, habit modification, epitaxy. prepm·ation of explosives, and fertilizer identification. While mixed crystals of salts and dyes have not been objects
of systematic study for a half century, they will undoubtedly appeal to a new generation of scientists because of their rich stereochemistry, and because crystals of simple ionic salts containing
mien ted, monodispersed, organic dyes promise spectroscopic and
photonic applications. This review assembles previous observations that make up of the history of dyed crystals, while translating the descriptive crystallographic observations of past g:enerations into a language that may be readily applied by the c~ntem
porm·y researcher. Next, we present our recent contributions and
those of others accordinz to host counteranion and incluclincr. the
following ions: sulfates, phosphates, carboxylates, cm·bonate~. nitrates, halates, and halides. vVe show how structural studies of some
historical dye inclusions are used in the design of new dye inclusions with prescribed physical properties. Both cliastereoselective
and enantioselective recognition process m·e illustrated. Dyed salt
crystals m·e introduced as new solid state lasers and other potential
optoelectronic devices. Comparisons with contemporary strategies
for the mattix isolation of organic chromophores and biomolecules
me presented. Here, we hope to restore a substantial body of chemical research to the contemporary scientific dialogue. We conclude
by asking whether diffraction techniques of the future such as intense synchrotron x-ray sources coupled with cm·eful analyses of
diffuse scattering can contribute to structural studies of the aforementioned n-ystals.
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MS11.02.05 QUAUTY CONTROL AND DEPOSITION IN
THE CAMBRIDGE STRUCTURAL DATABASE. Sam
Motherwell, Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, 12 Union
Rd .. Cambticlge, CB2 lEZ. U.K.
All entties in the Cambridge Structural Database are subjected
to an extensive sequence of software tests before archiving. The
PreQuest program petforms two types of checking (a) internal
consistency checks e.g. bonds calculated from coordinates versus
those given by authors and (b) chemical/crystallographic checks
e.g. formulation, abnormal bond lengths, close contacts between
molecules. The program is continually being augmented with new
tests, e.g. for mis-assignecl space groups. 2D chemical diagrams
can be input manually or generated automatically from 3D
coordinates using geometrical bond-type criteiia. PreQuest has
been developed to read CIF input data but also reads other
established formats such as SHELX.
Modern cliffractometry is generating valuable crystal
structures by the thousand. It is unlikely that all of these will reach
the public domain through formal publication methods, but it is
essential that these indispensable data are recorded for future use.
The CCDC is already closely involved in journal deposition
schemes, and now wishes to extend its coverage to incorporate
direct depositions from experimentalists. The PreQuest program
will be made available for on-site data validation if required and,
after validation at CCDC. authors would receive a CCDC
Deposition Number to identify each individual structure. These
Numbers could be cited in any subsequent publication. Lists of
private communications will be placed in the public domain and
individual data sets will be freely available on request.
MS11.02.06 CONTROLLED CRYSTALUZATION FROM
SOLUTION AND 'IN SITU' BY IR-LASER: THE
CIRCUMVENT OF PLASTIC PHASES. Roland Boese. Mat"klts
Nuesse, and Michael Nussbaumer-Universitat-GH Essen, Germany
Two systems for crystallization are described: The 'in situ'
crystallization device and an appmatus for a controlled cooling
ct-ystalhzatwn.
The 'in situ' crystallization device applies a focused infrared
laser beam at the capillary which is cooled with an open gas stream
on the diffractometer. The position of the heated (molten) zone
and the intensity of the laser beam are computer controlled. This
allows to grow single crystals from samples with very low melting
points (e.g. gases at ambient) and to monitor the process with~
video camera as well as by the diffraction pattern, ideally with a
CCD detector. The device is suited to crystallize and sublime neat
material in the capillary but also to crystallize from solution in
order to circumvent plastic phases: The low temperature, ordered
phase of norbornacliene is presented.
The second device is for the controlled crystallization by
cooling of a solution and consists of two parts: A commercial
particle counter using the scatter of laser li£ht cletec!s the number
and size of the crystal seeds which eme;ge when cooling the
solution. The computer-controlled warm-up and stopping of a
stirring process then allows to observe the growing of the crystals
at the bottom of a cuvette my means of a video camera. A seiies of
pictures of a growing crystal while cooling slowly (e.g. 1° C per
clay) is assembled for a movie for observation of the process.

